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COMPANY: 

The OVer Company 
 
JOB TITLE: 

Retail Relations + Customer Experience Specialist 
 
TYPE: 

35-40 hours/week 

Weekdays, in office 

 
DESCRIPTION: 

The OVer Company is looking for a new representative to maintain and 

create strong relationships with both our customers and retailers (we 

call them Retail Partners!) who carry our products. This person is strong 

relationally, with the ability to communicate effectively over different 

mediums including email, video chat, and face-to-face. This person is a 

self-starter, since a lot of the work required of the Retail Relations + 

Customer Experience Specialist is independent. This person has great 

communicative skills, including robust spelling and grammar, the ability 

to keep up a conversation in multiple streams, and the ability to deliver 

stories of wins back to the rest of the team. 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES: Retail Relations 

- Be the face of The OVer Company to our Retail Partners and maintain 

existing relationships to an exceptional standard, including answering 

questions and concerns 

- Assist Retail Partners with special requests 

- Manage and keep record of all invoicing and processing of orders for 

Retail Partners 

- Manage wholesale-facing website, alert design & copy team of any 

necessary changes 

- Seek out new retail relationships for The OVer Company 

- Be an expert on product lineup to advise Retail Partners on 

purchasing decisions 

- Reach out to inactive Retail Partners to re-establish relationships 

- Reach out to existing buyers with new products 

- Create ambitious monthly and quarterly sales goals 
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- Create and send regular newsletters with updates or product 

highlight 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES: Customer Experience Specialist 

- The first point of contact for The OVer Company online customers 

and maintain customer communications, including answering 

questions and concerns via email and phone. 

- Assist customers with special order requests 

- Manage customer returns and exchanges 

- Be an expert on product lineup to advise customers on purchasing 

decisions 

 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: 

- Experience in sales required (2 years) 

- Tech fluency required (ability to learn new platforms quickly) 

- Shopify and Quickbooks knowledge a major asset 

- EDI experience a major asset 

- Robust English spelling and grammar required 

- Customer service experience required (2 years) 

 

 


